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Instilled Regard, who will stand his second year at Taylor Made in
2022, parades in front of potential breeders in the Fasig-Tipton

back ring this past October | Jon Siegel Photo

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
NATIONAL STUD NEW BOY IS POETRY IN MOTION
   Group-winning 2-year-old and multiple Group 1-placed

miler Lope Y Fernandez is turning heads at the National Stud. 

Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe.

TAKING STOCK: COURTING
RITUALS OF BREEDERS

AND STUD FARMS

by Sid Fernando

   In about three weeks, another breeding season will begin, but

that's the easy part for stud farms. 

   Getting those mares was the hard part, and that process

played out over the last four or five months, an annual courting

ritual of farms and breeders. It includes behind-the-scenes

hustling, heavy-duty advertising campaigns, and some

occasional arm twisting or deal making, because except for a

handful of elite or popular sires that breeders are banging doors

down to get to, most stallions need mares, usually as many as

possible to fill books that can sometimes number more than

200.

   The Jockey Club will take an active role in changing that

somewhat, beginning with stallions born in 2020 and later. The

organization issued a ruling that will limit books to 140 mares a

year when those colts go to stud in a few years. Well, that's if

TJC ends up prevailing, because there are some lawsuits,

brought by a few farms that would like to keep things as they

are now, floating around to challenge that rule. Some of these

farms are big-time players and they're not going to go away

quietly, but that's a story for another day. 

Cont. p3

CALIFORNIA TO IMPLEMENT EXERCISE

RIDER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
by Dan Ross

   In what is believed the first such program in the country,

California's exercise riders will soon be required to pass an

"Exercise Rider Certification" course to remain eligible for

coverage under the state racing industry's Post Time self-insured

workers' compensation program. The course consists of seven

upper-body, lower-body and cardiovascular exercises, prefaced

upon the British National Racing College's jockey fitness test.

Exercise riders have until Mar. 31 to pass the exam. 

   After that date, "Post Time members will only be able to

employ Post Time certified Exercise Riders without putting their

Post Time membership and their workers' compensation

insurance in jeopardy for not following policy," stated a letter by

Post Time to California trainers last week. Cont. p6
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Gun Runner | EquiSport Photos

Cont. from p1

   In the meantime, stud farms need as many mares as they can

get to stallions, as I said. It's either to recoup their initial

investments in these stallions or, if they're lucky, to make

money. The most commercial stallion prospects--the champions

and "horses of a lifetime"--cost an arm and a leg to procure off

the track, and lesser recruits are always in danger of not getting

enough mares to cover costs. That's why you see so many ads

for them in that important first year they enter stud. These days,

you see even more of this on social media, where everyone

seems to be attending one stallion show or another and then

posting amateur photos that in many cases will make farms

cringe, but, hey, that's the price of publicity, and most folks on

Twitter or Facebook see everything as either "sexy,"

"handsome," or a "hunk," so it's not all bad. Stud farms need to

front load new horses, meaning they will try to breed as many

mares as they can, not only for the income it generates but also

to guarantee that they have as many first-crop runners as

possible to have a chance at success. Everyone, of course, wants

to find the next Gun Runner (Candy Ride {Arg}), who had a

phenomenal run in 2021 with his first 2-year-olds, but most

horses are destined for failure, at least in the commercial senseB

which is how the breeding industry operates. You've probably

noticed that even some leading freshman sires have been sold

abroad after they couldn't sustain the pace constructed for

them with plenty of mares, numbers which most are unlikely to

see again, in their first books. And once the numbers and quality

drop off, so too does sire performance, for the most part. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.darbydan.com/horse/modernist/
https://lanesend.com/candyride
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
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Knicks Go | Horsephotos

   If a farm has an elite stallion or a particularly attractive

first-crop horse, a stallion director sometimes might let you

breed to him if you'll send a mare or two to a lesser stallion in

his third or fourth year on its roster, a classic case of scratching

your back if you'll scratch his, except in this case you might get a

couple of foals you don't really want just to get the one you do.

   Or maybe a stallion director will give you a good deal on a stud

fee if you send multiple mares to a stallion, which is usually

more common with horses after their first year, when demand

and stud fees drop off. There are plenty of deals like that to be

found because these types of horses aren't popular with

commercial breeders, and it's a simple enough concept to

understand. I once explained this to a guy at TJC. Look, I said,

imagine you're a commercial breeder for a moment. Would you

want to breed to a horse in his third year at stud, when you

know that you're going to sell a yearling by him when his oldest

foals are three? What if that stallion has bombed with his

3-year-olds and 2-year-olds by the time you're sending your

yearling into the ring? You'll likely get hammered in sales ring,

right? Can you see why breeders, I said, prefer to patronize

first-year horses who don't have black marks against them when

their first yearlings sell? He slowly and deliberately nodded in

agreement, but his expression--a lightbulb going on--had already

beaten the nod to the punch. What was left unsaid in that

conversation was that that paradigm isn't going to change just

because you limit a stallion to 140 mares. What it will do,

however, is give more stallions a shot at stud, because more

farms will have more first-year horses to sate commercial

demand, and by the numbers alone, that will reduce books for

each horse at each price point as more stallions enter the

market. The net effect will mean more diversity and more

cheaper horses at stud, too, which isn't a bad thing at all, right?

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.marylandthoroughbred.com
https://www.taylormadestallions.com/horses/knicks-go-48855.html
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   Of course, there will be more churn and burn, too, with

stallions getting even shorter leashes on which to operate, but

there's a Darwinian element to this that's fair enough: Either

make it with your first 2-year-olds or get sent to Korea or Turkey

or Louisiana, because we don't have time to see how the

3-year-olds will do, as commercial breeders aren't interested in

breeding to a horse in his fifth season at stud unless he's a star.

   That's what happened to Daredevil (More Than Ready). Sold to

the Turks before his 3-year-olds raced, he was brought back to

Kentucky after the success of Swiss Skydiver and Shedares-

thedevil, but with a twist. He's owned by the Jockey Club of

Turkey, and that entity is standing him at Lane's End. So, we

might be seeing a new trend with hastily-exported horses, if

they succeed after they've been sold and are then brought back

by their foreign ownership entities to capitalize on commercial

demand in North America. In fact, Horse of the Year Knicks Go

(Paynter) is owned and raced by Koreans in North America and

was initially destined for stud duty in Korea, but after his success

last year, his owners decided to stand him here, at Taylor Made.

If he doesn't make it here, he can always be sent home, but if

he's a success, the foreigners will reap the financial rewards.

   Paradigms, therefore, are also shifting within the overall

commercial scheme we're operating under, which is yet another

change to a series of changes that began when tightly-held

syndicates that limited horses to 40 mares gave way to

increasingly bigger books that were fashioned to make money,

necessitated by bidding wars for the most desirable stud

prospects. Change is necessary for growth, and one change

that'd be refreshing to see is a move away from the

commercialism that's dominating the breeding industry. How?

Well, how about more people racing the horses they breed?  

   Homebreeders once made this a sustainable business--in fact,

they also made it more sporting and more humane, because

there's a tendency to give a horse more time if you've foaled

and raised him--and though we're far removed from that model

these days, a wider array of cheaper stallions might spur some

growth in that area and make it viable again to breed to race,

particularly as purses have risen to levels never seen before.    

And at the top end, those multi-member partnerships

speculating on yearling colts as potential stallion prospects may

in the future form multi-ownership groups to race some of the

foals of their most successful prospects.

   If some of that were to happen, it would strengthen the

underpinnings of a business that's way too top heavy on selling

alone.

   Wishful thinking? It's a thought, anyway.

Sid Fernando is president & CEO of Werk Thoroughbred

Consultants, Inc., originator of the Werk Nick Rating & eNicks.
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Horsephotos

Cont. from p1

   The certification program is an attempt to reduce further the

California racing industry's workers' compensation costs,

explained Michael Lyon, Post Time's program administrator. 

   Exercise riders "account for 40% of our claims but 70% of our

costs," said Lyon.

   Further explaining the rationale, Lyon said that there has been

one "catastrophic" rider injury every year for the past three

years that have resulted in "policy limit claims"--two exercise

riders and one jockey (the latter of whom is covered by a

companion state insurance program called Finish Line).

   Policy limit claims are those higher than $1 million, with Post

Time covering the first million, while an excess coverage

provider funds the remaining costs. The seven certification exam

components include exercises like the wobble cushion squats,

whereby the rider must balance for a period of time in the

"pushing" position on a couple of wobble cushions. A more

detailed picture of the seven requirements can be viewed here. 

   Though each component has a time constraint, California

exercise riders aren't required to meet the full standards set

forth in the British jockey exam to attain a "passing" grade.  

   Rather, for the "plank" component, they will be required to

hold that position for, at minimum, 50% of the British jockey

goal--what works out to two minutes. Across the other six

components, they will be required to reach an average of 75%

of the British jockey standard for a pass.

   According to the letter distributed earlier this month,

California exercise riders will be given a 30-day membership to

train at a 24-Hour Fitness gym, courtesy of Post Time.

   "Training for the test is not a requirement but is recommended

to increase the rider's odds of passing the test. If a rider fails the

test on the first attempt, they will have until March 31, 2022, to

pass a re-test and become certified," the letter states.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://lanesend.com/catalina_cruiser?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=hp&utm_campaign=fy21_lanes_end
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Fitness-Test.pdf
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Morning training at Santa Anita | Horsephotos

   "This was going to be implemented pre-pandemic, but then

the pandemic hit and all the gyms closed," Lyon told the TDN,

explaining that Post Time had "vetted" the test with exercise

riders. "They said, >No problem.'" 

   This new requirement, however, arrives at a time when

trainers nationally are struggling to find and hold onto qualified

exercise riders. 

   The TDN recently dug down into the underpinnings of the

problem, finding that a dearth of qualified riding talent is due to

a combination of issues like hard-line immigration policies, a

shrinking pool of farms and training centers where young riders

can be nurtured, as well as shifting societal trends, where the

average American is now three generations removed from an

agrarian lifestyle.

   "Two of my best riders are old," said G1 Dubai World Cup-

winning trainer Mike Stidham at the time of that earlier

investigation. "They're not going to be doing this forever, and

when they go, I'm going to have to find two more to replace

them. That's going to be hard."

   Several Southern California-based trainers and exercise riders

spoke to TDN on background about their concerns over the new

certification program, which they fear might cull a certain

portion of California's exercise rider community.

   Older exercise riders appear the cornerstone of these

concerns--riders whose deficit in overall fitness, they argue, is

compensated through experience in the saddle and learned

horsemanship. 

   There exists, too, differing fitness levels within the exercise

rider colony. Work riders, for example, typically attain a level of

fitness more comparable to jockeys than those exercise riders

charged with slower conditioning work, like jogging and

cantering.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thetriplecrown.com/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/exercise-riders-a-shrinking-pool-of-talent/
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   Lyon acknowledged these factors, saying that, "Our goal is not

to reduce exercise riders, it has to do with reducing the injuries

that are a part of their occupation."

   Describing the initial implementation of the certification

program as a "first-go-round," Lyon said that, in the event the

standards prove too onerous, the criteria could be altered once

the results have been analyzed. 

   "There's always the ability for the board to take into

consideration the results of the testing," said Lyon, before

reiterating that, "once again, it's not our intent to get rid of

exercise riders. It's our intent to have them work in a safer

environment."

   This latest development taps into the issue of the Post Time

self-insurance group's financial stability, which relies on three

funding mechanisms: a stall-per-day fee of $5.10, per-start fee

of $162, and a slice of wagering revenue, which works out to

0.5% of money placed on exotic wagers.

   In May of 2020, for example, the Thoroughbred Owners of

California (TOC) announced that the California Thoroughbred

Business League (CTBL) board had "unanimously approved" a

$2-million subsidy from its reserves to be paid to Post Time.

   Earlier that year, Post Time proposed a controversial plan to

invoice trainers $1,233 per horse retroactively for the first

quarter of 2020, to help fill financial shortfalls. That proposal

was subsequently dropped after stakeholders agreed to the

creation of a new "Director of Safety" position, to help establish

and regulate uniform safety standards and implement them

across all California training and racing facilities.

   The new workers' compensation safety standards have already

had a "significant difference in the frequency of claims," said

Lyon. "When comparing the just ended 24-month period to the

previous 24 months, there was a reduction in claims of 30%," he

said. 

   Several important details of the exercise rider certification

program have still to be thrashed out. It's unclear who will

conduct the tests, for example. It's also currently unclear

whether exercise riders will need to re-take the test after a

period of time, and if so, how frequently.

   "It's our first blush at it," said Lyon, "so, there's going to be

hiccups and bumps in the road, but we'll handle those as they

come. We just want to make the work exercise riders do safer

for them."

FORMER NFL STAR PLAYING FOR NEW

TEAM, TEXAS RACING by Bill Finley

   With the end of his NFL career right around the corner, Mike

Renfro was looking for something to do after his playing days

were over. That's why he bought a Louisiana-bred in 1988

named Dr. Death. It couldn't have worked out any better. Dr.

Death won his first start for Renfro and would go on to win six

stakes races and finish third in the 1988 GI Hollywood Derby.

   "It was going to be my last season and I was looking to get into

the real estate business, but real estate was horrible at the

time," he said. "People were filing for bankruptcy and interest

rates were 20%. I didn't know what to do until I bought this

racehorse. I found my new business and haven't looked back

since."

   Renfro, a wide receiver who played for the Houston Oilers

from 1978 to 1983 and for the Dallas Cowboys from 1984 to

1988, would go on to serve as a longtime executive at Lone Star

Park and is currently the vice president of business development

for the CJ Thoroughbreds ownership group. Lately, he has

turned his attention to attracting new owners in his home state

of Texas. Texas racing has endured some tough times, but that

changed prior to the 2020 racing season after the state

government decided to funnel $25 million annually into the

sport. Purses more than doubled at the state's top two

Thoroughbred tracks, Sam Houston and Lone Star Park. Realizing

that the state's breeding and racing industries had a story to tell,

the Texas Thoroughbred Association launched a campaign this

year to try to get new owners to invest in the sport. The

campaign includes radio advertising, ads on social media

platforms, a revamped website and seminars.

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.vabred.org
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/podcast/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/agreement-reached-on-workers-comp-funding-s
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/california-to-implement-exercise-rider-certification-program/
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Mike Renfro (left) & CJ Johnsen | CJ Thoroughbreds

Mike Renfro carries the ball for the Dallas Cowboys
Focus on Sports/Getty Images

   In Renfro, the Texas Thoroughbred Association could not have

found a better person to be among those spearheading the

campaign. In a football-mad state, he is still known as the

sure-handed receiver who was named the Cowboys' Most

Valuable Player in 1985 and whose 323 receptions accounted

for 4,708 career receiving yards.

   "Being a professional athlete gives you opportunity in some

areas to get in the door a lot easier than the average person," he

said. "It gives you a chance to have a microphone and talk to

people. More so that if you are an Average Joe, people take an

interest in you. I've understood that since I was a young man

just starting out in football."

   Renfro, who estimates he has gotten 100 new owners into the

sport since he stopped playing football, has the type of

enthusiasm for racing that is infectious.

   "Racing has allowed me to have a nice career after my athletic

days were over," he said. "I love to talk about the game and to

promote it. I just think it is one of the most fantastic games in

the world. You watch people who are 50, 60, 70 years old and

when their horse turns for home they start cheering down the

lane and start acting like little kids again with all the euphoria

and excitement. People who are not involved are missing out on

what could be a wonderful experience in their lives."

   CJ Thoroughbreds is the stable started by Corey Johnsen, the

former co-owner of Kentucky Downs. Renfro worked with

Johnsen when he was the president of Lone Star Park. CJ

Thoroughbreds has 40 horses in training and is aiming to win at

the highest levels of the sport.

    "It's like being the GM of a franchise in pro sports," Renfro

said. "We are trying to win stakes races with our horses. If they

can't, we'll probably move on and trade them. It's just like you

would with the guy who's not catching enough passes or been

dropping a few. At the end of the season you may have to trade

him and move on."

   It's been more than 33 years since Renfro last played in the

NFL, but some things haven't changed. He's still competing, just

now it's on the racetrack and not the gridiron.

   "In the end," he said, "what we're trying to do is win the

game." 

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Manny Franco hoists the Belmont S. trophy | Sarah Andrew

CORDERO OUT AS FRANCO'S AGENT

by Bill Finley

   Manny Franco, who has been among the winningest riders on

the tough NYRA circuit for the last several years, has fired his

agent, Hall of Famer Angel Cordero, Jr.

   "It's true," Cordero said Tuesday by text. "There's no problem.

He just wants to do better. I don't blame him. Everybody wants

to be number one.@

   In 2020, Cordero was also dismissed by Hall of Famer John

Velazquez after working as his agent for 22 years. Cordero, 79, is

still the agent for apprentice Jose Gomez. He has not yet found a

journeyman rider to replace Franco.

   Cordero and Franco, 27, enjoyed much success together.    

Franco attended the jockey school in his native Puerto Rico and

began his career at Camarero Racetrack in 2013 before shifting

to the New York tracks later that year. In 2019, he picked up the

mount on Tiz the Law (Constitution) and would win four graded

stakes with the New York-bred, including the 2020 GI Belmont S.

and 2020 GI Runhappy Travers S.

   "I'm just happy to have him on my side," Franco said of

Cordero in a 2020 interview with the Daily Racing Form's David

Grening. "He's been in this position before. He always talks to

me about how to handle this time, and I'm just blessed to have

him in my corner."

   Franco, who has always stayed in New York year-round, won

183 races at the NYRA tracks in 2021, finishing just behind Jose

Ortiz and Irad Ortiz, Jr. Franco was NYRA's leading rider in 2018

and 2019 with a combined 456 wins, but he is off to a slow start

at the current Aqueduct meet. With 13 wins from 94 mounts, he

is tied for fourth place in the standings.

   As far as his future as an agent, Cordero was understandably

downcast Tuesday.

   "I've got the bug boy, Jose Gomez," he texted. "I'll see what

happens there until he fires me, too. It's OK. I'm used to it."

   Franco did not return a phone call seeking comment. Cordero

said he was not aware who Franco had hired to replace him.

FIELDS SHRINK, FAIR GROUNDS NOT

DEFINITE ON SEEKING DATES REDUCTION
by T.D. Thornton

   Jason Boulet, the Fair Grounds director of racing, was

repeatedly pressed by Louisiana State Racing Commission (LSRC)

member Tom Calvert Tuesday about whether or not his track

would once again seek a statutory change to reduce its required

number of race dates from 80 to 75 when the state legislature

convenes its 2022 session Mar. 14. The exchange did not yield a

definitive answer beyond Boulet's disclosure that the Fair

Grounds and its corporate parent, the gaming firm Churchill

Downs, Inc. (CDI), would be in favor of participating in

discussions among stakeholders that might reduce race dates in

Louisiana with the goal of making it easier to fill entries at the

state's four Thoroughbred tracks.

   The dates statute wasn't on the agenda for the Jan. 18 LSRC

meeting. But, Calvert brought it up after Boulet reported that so

far through the November-through-March meet, the number of

starters per Fair Grounds race has dipped from 8.3 to 7.6 in a

year-over-year comparison, a decrease Boulet termed

"alarming."

   "The struggle for entries is a reality for us," Boulet said, noting

that the Fair Grounds has already had to obtain permission from

Louisiana Horsemen's Benevolent and Protective Association

(LHBPA) on three occasions during the current meet to card

eight-race programs instead of the required nine.

   "The [handle] numbers so far after 34 days--not a good,

positive thing so far at 11.9% down year-to year," Boulet said. 

   But Boulet also noted that year-to-year comparisons are

difficult nationwide because the COVID-19 pandemic has

skewed the industry's metrics.

   Boulet did manage to make the handle numbers sound rosier

by offering a pre-pandemic comparison that stated the Fair

Grounds handle is "actually trending up 7%" from the 2019-20

meet.

   "Overall handle has been a struggle," Boulet explained. "That

being said, even with that, we've had positive video poker and

slots revenues over the year. That's been good for us. And it

allowed us to actually do a purse increase for 15%."

   Calvert then wanted to know if Fair Grounds or CDI has

legislation either pending or planned to reduce the dates

requirement.
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Fair Grounds | Sarah Andrew

Cont.

   "I'm not aware of that, sir," Boulet answered.

   "Wouldn't that be a good thing for you?" Calvert asked.

   "I think that, in front of this commission, yeah, I mean, that's

always been a very sensitive subject about touching that 80-day

minimum statute," Boulet said. "Again, the Fair Grounds is a

proponent of trying to move forward with talking about overlap,

and we hope that the

conversation is brought forth to

this commission. Of course, the

HBPA has all the rights to be

concerned about moving forward

with allowing us to go below the

80 days.@

   Calvert then pointed out that

last year, the Fair Grounds and

CDI advocated for just such a

five-date reduction. He noted the

provision was included in 2021

racing legislation, "but at the last

minute it was pulled out of the

bill."

   Boulet then said he has not

recently met with the legal

counsel or lobbyists the Fair Grounds employs, so he allegedly

wasn't sure what might be in the legislative pipeline.

   "What I'm saying, I think the commission would be receptive

to it," Calvert said. "We understand that most of the successful

models around America have less days than the Fair Grounds

has. I just think that you guys can't drag your feet on it. You've

got to move it. And sometimes I know it's like swimming against

the current, but you've still got to put it out there."

   Boulet said, "I appreciate the way you put it, >cause I know that

in the long run [that] once we are given that door to open, then

all the tracks, including Churchill Downs [Inc.], would take

advantage and try to move toward these boutique meets and

whateverY" Boulet said. "Basically, it comes down to we hope

that the commission can consider it case by case, track by track,

and the HBPA has to have the final approvalY"

   LHBPA president Benard Chatters wasn't about to let this

back-and-forth between Calvert and Boulet go without getting

on the record how his organization's membership felt.

   "The horsemen absolutely oppose a reduction in racing dates,"

Chatter said. "The Fair Grounds runs 80 days per year. The other

three tracks run 84 days, so [Fair Grounds] has a reduction in

days that other tracks don't."

   Chatters noted that for some portions of the current meet, the

Fair Grounds chose to run five-date race weeks instead of four,

compounding race-filling difficulties.

   "Everything in the horse world from the [horse] owner's

perspective is on the rise," Chatters said. "Expenses are on the

rise. The one thing that's not on the rise is opportunities to race

these horses. It is imperative that these owners have as many

opportunities to race these horses as they can so that they stay

in this business. If you look at the numbers, if you look at all of

the positive things that we have coming into racing in the near

future [like a cut from online

sports betting], you'll be able to

see that everything is in place to

be able to draw more horses to

the state, to bring more horses

into the groundsY

   "It is very, very critical that

you never forget that the

owners [of horses] put on this

[show] and we're the ones that

take all of these [negative

financial consequences] by the

seat of our own pants," Chatters

said, pointing out that revenues

for track operators are "through

the roof."

   Chatters continued: "I want to

make sure that you're listening. Profits are up, betting is up, and

all of this stuff. And so this >difficulty' in getting horses is kind of

far-fetched, I thinkYWhen you go to talk about cutting race days

and that kind of thing [it] means that it makes it very, very

difficult to not necessarily make a profit in the horse racing

business as an owner, but just to keep your nose above water so

that you're not drowning. When we run these [smaller outfits]

out, we're in trouble."

   Calvert then asked, "How do you respond to the criticism of

your position which says you want to have terrible horse racing?

[That] you want to have races with four or five horses in [them]

so that this low level of horsemanship, this low level of

trainership, can pick up money and keep being in the business? I

mean, I'm of the proposition that this should be sort Darwinistic

and that [outfits that can't survive] should be eliminated from

the world of horse racing. What do you think?"

   Chatters responded by rattling off a sizable list of people and

entities that all benefit from purse money trickling down into

the economy, including all the way to farmers who grow hay

and vehicle dealers who sell pickup trucks.

   "So, the importance of as many people participating in horse

racing as possible on the state economy is critical, or crucial,"

Chatters said.

   "I disagree with you when you say the owners are the bedrock

of horse racing," Calvert said. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Racing at Delta Downs | Coady Photography

   "I would say the racing fan is the bedrock of horse racingYHow

do you respond to those fans that say we have to eliminate this

low level of horse racing to keep the fans interested? A

four-horse field, a five-horse field with $5,000 claimers is not

something the fans are going out to the racetrack to see. They're

not even betting on those races. How do you respond to that?"

   Chatters answered that those $5,000 claimers sometimes

outhandle higher-quality races. Calvert didn't buy that idea. He

said not with short fields, they don't.

   "I have no problems, Mr. Chatters, with a $5,000 claiming race

that has 12 horses," Calvert said. "I do have a problem with

four-horse races. And [CDI] has advised that the reason why

[Fair Grounds has them] is because they have an 80-day meet. If

they had a 75-day meet, they'd have greater purses, which

would be a benefit to the horsemenY"

   Chatters, in closing, said, "We're simply asking that

opportunities to race is not touched [in the legislature]. We are

asking this commission to stay the course with where we are

with these types of issues."

FIX TO DELTA'S LIGHT WOES MIGHT NOT

ARRIVE BY END OF MEET
by T.D. Thornton

   A new lighting system at Delta Downs that was only

operational for three races on the first night of the season back

in October and has been repeatedly tweaked since then might

not end up being deemed safe or usable for racing by the time

the current Thoroughbred meet ends Mar. 5.

   Ironically, after more than three months of debate over

alleged shadows and perceived inconsistencies with how the

patterns fall on the racing surface, the lighting installer and a

consulting firm retained by Delta are now trying to rectify the

problem not by increasing candlepower, but by actually turning

down the intensity of the lighting from about 90% of full

illumination to around 60% on each of the poles around the

six-furlong track.

   AThe jockeys are basically saying that there are lights that are

very bright, and then it goes into shadows, which they=re afraid

that the horses will be spooked [by],@ Steve Kuypers, Delta=s vice

president and general manager, told the Louisiana State Racing

Commission (LSRC) during a Tuesday meeting.

   AThat=s what is taking so long, is [because] they have to go pole

by pole, light by light,@ Kuypers said. AAnd they do this by flying a

drone up so [it gives a picture of] the candle width or the candle

light, so they can adjust light by light. So we=re hoping in the

next couple of weeks they will come with a full report to get the

entire track to a candle light that is acceptable, and then we=ll

invite the jockeys over, let them ride, hopefully they will say it=s

okay.@

   Delta=s jockeys did not speak on the issue during the Jan. 18

meeting. But the last time the LSRC took up this issue, on Dec.

13, a lawyer for The Jockeys' Guild told commissioners there

were Agrave concerns@ with the light-emitting diode (LED)

system, which was necessitated by the old lights getting

wrecked by a hurricane in August 2020.

   One month ago, the jockeys= concerns about shadows were

offset by an initial report issued by the lighting experts that had

proclaimed the new Delta lights to be Atremendously better

than the pre-hurricane lighting.@

   Tuesday, commissioner Tom Calvert pressed Kuypers on why

the fix was taking so long.

   AThis problem that we=re having is difficult, because we were

supposed to have Delta running at night and Fair Grounds

running during the day,@ Calvert said. AAnd now we have two of

our major tracks competing against one another for the daytime

patrons, and it=s a bad situation. And we would like some

expedition on behalf of your experts, and it doesn=t seem like it

would take a month to figure it out.@

   By unanimous voice vote Tuesday, the LSRC extended

permission for Delta to continue racing during daylight hours for

another 60 days, a period of time that extends beyond the

meet=s closure in seven weeks.

   The commission also mandated that Delta provide any new

report authored by its lighting experts within 15 days. 
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Just Read It | Coglianese Photo

   Delta can also come back before the LSRC at any time before

or after then to request a switch back to night racing if jockeys

end up okaying the most recent round of fixes to the lighting

system.

   Three races into the first night program of the season Oct. 15,

a horse fell at the top of the stretch. Fueled by complaints from

some jockeys and trainers that areas on the turns were

dangerously dark and shadowy, the remainder of that card and

the Oct. 16 program were cancelled. Delta, a longtime

night-racing fixture, has raced only afternoons since then.

FASIG-TIPTON SUPPLEMENTS 49 TO WINTER

MIXED SALE 

   An additional 49 supplemental entries have been added to the

2022 Fasig-Tipton Kentucky Winter Mixed Sale, scheduled for

Feb. 7-8 in Lexington. Among the supplements, which are

catalogued as hips 500-548, are:

$ Vacay (hip 501): Four-year-old daughter of Not This Time

was a stakes winner at two and multiple stakes-placed at

three. Consigned as a broodmare prospect by Highgate Sales,

agent.

$ Wink Texas (hip 520): Stakes-placed 4-year-old filly from the

family of Grade I winners Seventh Street, American Gal and

Authentic. Consigned as a broodmare prospect by James B.

Keogh, agent.

$ Eloquent Speaker (hip 536): New York-bred daughter of

Flatter finished second, beaten a neck, in the La Verdad S. at

Aqueduct in her most recent start Jan. 2. From the

immediate family of multiple Grade I winner Behrens, she is

consigned as a racing/broodmare prospect by Taylor Made

Sales Agency, agent.

$ Just Read It (hip 537): Four-year-old stakes-winning daughter

of Constitution from the family of champion Safely Kept and

multiple graded stakes winner Venetian Harbor.  She

captured the Cicada S. at Aqueduct last year and won an

allowance/optional claimer at Aqueduct in her most recent

start Jan. 6. Consigned as a racing/broodmare prospect by

Taylor Made Sales Agency, agent.

$ Brilliant Cut (hip 541): Four-year-old daughter of

Speightstown finished second in the GI La Brea S. at Santa

Anita in her most recent start Dec. 26. A half-sister to last

year's stakes-winning 2-year-old filly Lemieux, her immediate

family includes Grade I winners Diamondrella and Life Is

Good, dominant winner of last year=s GI Breeders= Cup Dirt

Mile. Consigned as a racing/broodmare prospect by Highgate

Sales, agent.

   Supplemental entries may now be viewed online and will also

be available in the equineline sales catalogue app. Print versions

of the supplemental catalogue will be available on the sales

grounds.

   Fasig-Tipton will continue to accept approved supplemental

entries through the end of the month.

STAKES-PLACED SOPHOMORES HIGHLIGHT

OBS MIXED SALE SUPPLEMENTS
   A pair of stakes-placed newly-turned sophomores highlight the

52 horses supplemented to the Ocala Breeders= Sales Company=s

2022 Winter Mixed Sale, slated for Jan. 25-26. Among the

supplements are Florida-bred colt Winging It (Into Mischief) 

(hip 334), second in Gulfstream's open Proud Man S. in August;

and filly Fifth Anniversary (Runhappy) (hip 349), who was

runner-up in the Woodbine Cares S. in September and is

entered in a Gulfstream optional claimer on Wednesday. 

   A total of eight horses were supplemented to the Preferred

Session, which will start at 11:00 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 25; 33 were

added to the now 112-head Horses of Racing Age section, which

will immediately follow the Preferred Session; and 11 horses

were supplemented to Wednesday's Open Session, which also

begins at 11:00 a.m. 

   The supplemental catalog will be available in print at the sales

grounds. Additional supplements are still being accepted. 

   An optional under-tack show for racing prospects will take

place Monday, Jan. 24 at 9:00 a.m.

   Visit www.obssales.com for more.
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Streak of Luck and her Authentic colt | Taylor Made/Kelcey Loges

>ALL OTHER 3-YEAR-OLDS= 7-5 FAVORITE IN

POOL 2 OF DERBY FUTURE WAGER
   Pool 2 of the Kentucky Derby Future Wager (AKDFW@) is set to

open at noon Friday with the pari-mutuel field of AAll Other

3-Year-Olds@ tabbed as the heavy 7-5 morning-line favorite.

   The second of five pools for the KDFW will run for three days

through Sunday at 6 p.m. Bettors can place win and exacta

wagers at simulcast outlets throughout the country and online

at TwinSpires.com. Like in Pool 1, the KDFW pools assumes that

horses under the care of trainers suspended from competing in

the 2022 Kentucky Derby will not be under consideration.

   Lucky Seven Stable=s GII Kentucky Jockey Club s. winner Smile

Happy (Runhappy) was installed as the 8-1 individual Pool 2

favorite by morning-line oddsmaker Mike Battaglia. 

   In Pool 1, Smile Happy closed as the 8-1 individual favorite

behind AAll Other Colts and Geldings,@ who was the odds-on 3-5

betting choice. Total handle for the Nov. 25-28 KDFW pool was

$326,448 ($263,008 in the Win pool and $63,440 in Exactas),

which was up 30.9% from last year=s $249,331.

   Here=s the complete Kentucky Derby Future Wager Pool 2 field

(with trainer and morning-line odds): #1 Chasing Time (Steve

Asmussen, 20-1); #2 Classic Causeway (Brian Lynch, 30-1); #3

Commandperformance (Todd Pletcher, 50-1); #4 Courvoisier

(Kelly Breen, 30-1); #5 Dash Attack (McPeek, 20-1); #6

Emmanuel (Pletcher, 50-1); #7 Epicenter (Asmussen, 15-1); #8

Giant Game (Dale Romans, 30-1); #9 High Oak (Bill Mott, 50-1);

#10 Jack Christopher (Chad Brown, 10-1); #11 Major General

(Pletcher, 50-1); #12 Make It Big (Saffie Joseph Jr., 50-1); #13

Mo Donegal (Pletcher, 12-1); #14 Pappacap (Mark Casse, 20-1);

#15 Rattle N Roll (McPeek, 30-1); #16 Simplification (Antonio

Sano, 30-1); #17 Slow Down Andy (Doug O=Neill, 15-1); #18

Smile Happy (McPeek, 8-1); #19 Tiz the Bomb (McPeek, 20-1);

#20 Trafalgar (Al Stall Jr., 50-1); #21 Varatti (Pletcher, 50-1); #22

White Abarrio (Joseph, 50-1); #23 Zandon (Brown, 12-1); and

#24 AAll Other 3-Year-Olds@ (7-5).

   The other Future Wager dates are set for Feb. 11-13 (Pool 3),

Mar. 11-13 (Pool 4) and Mar. 31-Apr. 2 (Pool 5). The lone

Kentucky Oaks Future Wager will coincide with Kentucky Derby

Future Wager Pool 4 Mar. 11-13.    

FIRST FOAL FOR HOTY AUTHENTIC

   Spendthrift Farm's Authentic (Into Mischief--Flawless, by Mr.

Greeley), winner of the 2020 GI Kentucky Derby and GI

Breeders' Cup Classic, was represented by his first foal at Taylor

Made Farm Sunday. He is set to stand his second season at stud

in 2022 for a fee of $70,000 S&N. The colt is out of Streak of

Luck, who was purchased for $620,000 at the Keeneland

November sale last fall while carrying the colt. She was one of

eight mares in foal to the 2020 Horse of the Year that sold for

$500,000 or more. AThis is a really nice foal out of a maiden

mare. Correct, nice body, good angles, athletic looking and

healthy. We are very happy,@ said Taylor Made=s Frank Taylor.
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Rushie | Coady

MGSW GUNNEVERA REPRESENTED BY FIRST FOAL
   Pleasant Acres Stallions' Gunnevera (Dialed In--Unbridled

Rage, by Mineshaft) was represented by his first foal, a colt out

of Brass Cat (Bluegrass Cat), dam of Laurel winner Hard Rock

Gold. The 2017 GII XpressBet Fountain of Youth S. winner

Gunnevera, who began his stud career at Pleasant Acres

Stallions in 2021, stands for $6,000. A winner of six career starts,

he hit the board in six Grade I events before retiring with

earnings of $5,561,800.

   AGunnevera started life off as a bottle-fed orphan at 10 days

old. The big chestnut colt went on to race, win, and place at the

highest level and in some of the most prestigious races around

the world,@ said Helen Barbazon. AIt=s very exciting to see him

produce such an exceptional colt in his first crop. We look

forward to following this beautiful foal=s career.@

GSW RUSHIE TO PLEASANT ACRES STALLIONS

   Rushie (Liam's Map--Conquest Angel, by Colonel Jonh), winner

of the GII Pat Day Mile S., arrived at Pleasant Acres Stallions in

Ocala, Florida, where he will stand the 2022 season. The deal

was brokered by Jacob West.

   AWe are very pleased to have Rushie join our roster of

exceptional stallions in Florida. Right now, there are only three

stallions by Liam=s Map being offered to breeders in 2022--two

are standing in Kentucky at Spendthrift and Airdrie Stud, and

Rushie is here at Pleasant Acres Stallions,@ said Joe Barbazon.

ABeing able to expand the Liam=s Map bloodline to our Florida

breeders is very exciting.@

IN-PERSON THOROUGHBRED OWNER CONFERENCE

TO RETURN THIS SUMMER
   The first in-person Thoroughbred Owner Conference since

2019 will be held at Saratoga Race Course in Saratoga Springs,

NY on July 25-26, 2022, OwnerView announced Tuesday. The

2020 conference, which was also to be held in Saratoga, was

cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

   ABringing the owner conference to Saratoga has been a goal of

ours for nearly three years, and we cannot wait to finally host

our guests at one of racing=s most iconic tracks,@ said Gary

Falter, project manager for OwnerView. ACompeting at Saratoga

represents the pinnacle for any horse owner, and we thank the

New York Racing Association for their continued support as we

have worked on making this in-person event a reality.@

   Registration is open from now until Mar. 30. For a tentative

conference schedule and more, click here.  

MAHONING VALLEY POSTPONES TUESDAY CARD
   Hollywood Gaming Mahoning Valley Race Course was forced

to move its scheduled Tuesday, Jan. 18 race card to Friday, 

Jan. 21 due to the lingering effects of Winter Storm Izzy, which

dumped some eight-plus inches of snow in the Youngstown, OH

area. It was also forced to cancel Monday's card due to the

storm. First post for Friday's card will be 12:45 p.m., and live

racing is scheduled to resume at Mahoning Valley at the same

time Wednesday.  
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Saturday, Fair Grounds #14, post time: 7:20 p.m. EST

LECOMTE S.-GIII, $200,000, 3yo, 1 1/16m

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Surfer Dude K Curlin Stanley, Mark H. and Stanley, Nancy W. Stewart Gutierrez 122

2 Unified Report Unified Valene Farms LLC Stewart Lanerie 122

3 Pappacap Gun Runner Rustlewood Farm, Inc. Casse Bravo 122

4 Trafalgar Lord Nelson Columbine Stable LLC. Stall, Jr. Hernandez 122

5 Epicenter K Not This Time Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC Asmussen Rosario 122

6 Cyberknife Gun Runner Gold Square LLC Cox Geroux 122

7 Blue Kentucky Include Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners Catalano Loveberry 122

8 Call Me Midnight K Midnight Lute Peter L. Cantrell Desormeaux Graham 122

9 Presidential K Pioneerof the Nile Courtlandt Farms Asmussen Hernandez, Jr. 122

Breeders: 1-CresRan LLC, 2-Stephen Brown, 3-Rustlewood Farm, Inc., 4-Machmer Hall, 5-Westwind Farms, 6-Kenneth L. Ramsey & Sarah K. Ramsey,

7-Larry Jones & Cindy Jones, 8-Hartwell Farm, Inc, 9-Three Chimneys Farm, LLC

Saturday, Fair Grounds #13, post time: 6:49 p.m. EST

LOUISIANA S.-GIII, $150,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/16m

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Chess Chief Into Mischief Estate of James J. Coleman, Jr. Stewart Gutierrez 122

2 Mandaloun Into Mischief Juddmonte Cox Geroux 118

3 Midnight Bourbon K Tiznow Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC Asmussen Rosario 118

4 Sprawl City Zip Claiborne Farm and Dilschneider, Adele B. Drury, Jr. Hernandez 118

5 Pirate's Punch K Shanghai Bobby Gulliver Racing LLC, Drager, Craig W. and Legan, Dan Forster Lanerie 118

6 Warrant Constitution Twin Creeks Racing Stables, LLC Cox Hernandez, Jr. 118

7 Spa City Street Sense Maggi Moss Amoss Graham 122

Breeders: 1-Morgan's Ford Farm, 2-Juddmonte Farms Inc, 3-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC, 4-Claiborne Farm & Adele B. Dilschneider,

5-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC, 6-Twin Creeks Farm, 7-Godolphin
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SIRE LISTS  Sponsored by

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/ 

Leading Fifth-Crop Sires by Cumulative Earnings
for stallions standing in North America through Monday, Jan. 17

Earnings represent NA & EU figures, NH foals only, stud fees listed are 2021 fees.

Rank Stallion BTW BTH GSW GSH G1SW G1SH Starters Wnrs Highest Earner   Earnings

1 Goldencents  13  38   5   8    1    3      367  233   2,294,430  21,777,137

(2010) by Into Mischief FYR: 2016  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $15,000 By My Standards

2 Cairo Prince  18  39   5  13   --    2      359  226     690,393  18,777,360

(2011) by Pioneerof the Nile FYR: 2016  Stands: Airdrie Stud KY  Fee: $15,000 Mont Perdu

3 Will Take Charge   8  19   2   7   --    2      281  177     551,300  13,837,126

(2010) by Unbridled's Song FYR: 2016  Stands: Three Chimneys Farm KY  Fee: $5,000 Will's Secret

4 Fed Biz  11  26   3   8    1    1      285  189   1,131,760  13,161,369

(2009) by Giant's Causeway FYR: 2016  Stands: Highfield Stock Farm AB  Fee: 4,500 Zenden

5 Central Banker   7  15  --   1   --   --      171  103   1,057,875  11,743,959

(2010) by Speightstown FYR: 2016  Stands: McMahon of Sar. TBs NY  Fee: $7,500 Bankit

6 Mucho Macho Man   5  11   2   4    2    2      142   87   3,953,800  11,706,919

(2008) by Macho Uno FYR: 2016  Stands: Hill 'n' Dale at Xalapa KY  Fee: $7,500 Mucho Gusto

7 Cross Traffic   9  19   1   2    1    2      180  114   1,668,500   9,758,264

(2009) by Unbridled's Song FYR: 2016  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $7,500 Jaywalk

8 Can the Man   6  11   1   2   --   --      160  108     374,289   6,451,085

(2011) by Into Mischief FYR: 2016  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $3,500 Spectacular Gem

9 Itsmyluckyday   2   8  --  --   --   --      142  100     308,282   5,927,130

(2010) by Lawyer Ron FYR: 2016  Stands: Maro Veterinary Srvcs OH  Fee: $2,000 Pompeii Worm

10 Souper Speedy   9  15  --   1   --   --       85   61     369,249   5,586,930

(2009) by Indian Charlie FYR: 2016 Stands: T. C. Westmeath Std Frm ON  Fee: 5,000 Speedy Soul

11 Clubhouse Ride   3   7   2   3   --    1       74   50     823,431   4,908,118

(2008) by Candy Ride (Arg) FYR: 2016 Stands: Legacy Ranch CA  Fee: Private Warren's Showtime

12 Handsome Mike   --   6  --  --   --   --      100   70     291,085   3,965,722

(2009) by Scat Daddy FYR: 2016  Stands: Pleasant Acres Stallions FL  Fee: $2,500 Here Comes Jackie

13 Boisterous   3   5  --   2   --    1       89   62     377,442   3,815,582

(2007) by Distorted Humor FYR: 2016 Stands: Diamond B Farm PA  Fee: $3,000 Loud Mouth

14 Super Ninety Nine  --   3  --   1   --   --       76   49     246,395   3,719,525

(2010) by Pulpit FYR: 2016  Stands: Country Life Farm MD  Fee: $2,000 Gifted Heart

15 Atreides   3   6  --   1   --   --       97   65     316,030   3,698,562

(2011) by Medaglia d'Oro FYR: 2016  Stands: River Oaks Farm OK  Fee: $2,000 Sueno

http://WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/
https://www.darleyamerica.com/?utm_source=thoroughbreddailynews.com&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=darley_branding&utm_content=strip_banner
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/will-take-charge/
https://lanesend.com/candyride
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/mucho-macho-man/
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/medaglia-doro
http://www.airdriestud.com/horses/cairo-prince.html
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/speightstown-2018.html


5th-Parx Racing, $44,348, Alw (NW2L)/Opt. Clm ($40,000),

1-18, 3yo, 6f, 1:14.13, gd, 8 3/4 lengths.

PERFECT DAY (c, 3, Competitive Edge--Galavant, by Awesome

Again) scored on debut by 5 1/4 lengths at Penn National Dec. 8

and was given a 23-10 repeat chance here. Closely tracking

dueling leaders from third through a :22.4 quarter, the chestnut

pounced three wide going by a :47.2 half, took command at the

head of the lane and poured it on from there for an 8 3/4-length

romp over Crabs N Beer (Blofeld). The winner's dam, a half to

GISW River's Prayer (Devon Lane), has a juvenile Reload colt

named Mr. Marshall and returned to that sire last season. Sales

History: $60,000 Wlg '19 KEENOV; $29,000 Ylg '20 FTKOCT;

$40,000 2yo '21 OBSOPN. Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $41,460.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by TVG.

O-Vintage Thoroughbreds LLC & Ben Lynch; B-Northern Dawn

Stables Inc. & Denny Andrews (ON); T-J. Tyler Servis.

3rd-Parx Racing, $42,500, Msw, 1-18, 3yo, f, 6 1/2f, 1:22.88, gd,

4 lengths.

MISTY MAUVE (f, 3, Paynter--Ticket to Seattle {SW & MGSP,

$263,574}, by Capote) ran a good second debuting over seven

furlongs here Dec. 13 and was crushed down to 1-5 to go one

better here. Showing the way narrowly through a :23.83

quarter, the homebred was challenged by Paper Mansion (Tu

Brutus {Chi}) passing the half in :48.81, shook loose from that

rival entering the final furlong and stayed clear from there for a

four-length graduation. Reid's Fangirl (Bayern) completed the

exacta. The winner's dam is a half-sister to MGISW Tizway

(Tiznow), while her second dam is a half to MGISW Will's Way

(Easy Goer) and GISW Willa On the Move (Assert {Ire}). Ticket to

Seattle is responsible for a juvenile colt by Mor Spirit and was

bred to Vino Rosso last spring. Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0,

$33,600. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored

by TVG.

O-Stewart L. Armstrong; B-Stewart & Larkin Armstrong (KY); T-H.

Graham Motion.

SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19

2021 Stud Fees Listed 

Bal a Bali (Brz) (Put It Back), Calumet Farm, $5,000

148 foals of racing age/15 winners/1 black-type winner

4-Gulfstream, 2:02 p.m. EST, Aoc 5f, Bali Del Sol, 3-1

 

Classic Empire (Pioneerof the Nile), Coolmore Ashford, $17,500

186 foals of racing age/23 winners/2 black-type winners

8-Gulfstream, 4:11 p.m. EST, Aoc 5fT, Classicstateofmind, 3-1

$50,000 OBS APR 2yo

5-Parx Racing, 2:13 p.m. EST, Msw 1m, Empire Ridge, 2-1

$95,000 KEE SEP yrl; $60,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Connect (Curlin), Lane's End Farm, $25,000

194 foals of racing age/29 winners/2 black-type winners

5-Parx Racing, 2:13 p.m. EST, Msw 1m, Curteis, 8-1

$12,000 KEE JAN wnl; $13,000 OBS OCT yrl; $8,000 EAS MAY 2yo

5-Gulfstream, 2:32 p.m. EST, Msw 1mT, Ines's Hats, 50-1

$75,000 FTK SEL yrl

8-Parx Racing, 3:34 p.m. EST, Aoc 1m, Sea Pines, 6-1

$40,000 FTK OCT yrl

 

Cupid (Tapit), Coolmore Ashford, $5,000

173 foals of racing age/24 winners/2 black-type winners

5-Parx Racing, 2:13 p.m. EST, Msw 1m, Brindisi, 4-1

$95,000 KEE JAN wnl; $120,000 RNA FTK SEL yrl; $80,000 FTK

OCT yrl

Perfect Day (Competitive Edge) romps at Parx to stay unbeaten

(click to watch)

http://www.justicerealestate.com/
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=5&BorP=P&TID=PRX&CTRY=USA&DT=01/18/2022&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/202201181412PHD5/
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=3&BorP=P&TID=PRX&CTRY=USA&DT=01/18/2022&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/202201181318PHD3/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/202201181318PHD3/
https://taylormadefarm.com/?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=BulletAd&utm_campaign=Generic
http://www.toplinesalesllc.com/
http://bradleythoroughbreds.com/
http://bradleythoroughbreds.com/
https://www.tvg.com/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201808251742STD11/
http://www.thetdn.com/race-replays/
http://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/classic-empire
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/paynter-9263.html
https://lanesend.com/connect
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
http://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/cupid
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/
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Divining Rod (Tapit), Country Life Farm

96 foals of racing age/19 winners/1 black-type winner

8-Parx Racing, 3:34 p.m. EST, Aoc 1m, Divine Huntress, 9-5

$16,000 RNA EAS OCT yrl

5-Parx Racing, 2:13 p.m. EST, Msw 1m, Just Divine, 5-1

6-Parx Racing, 2:40 p.m. EST, Msw 6f, Loose Ends, 7-2

 

El Deal (Munnings), Red River Farms

51 foals of racing age/6 winners/2 black-type winners

7-Delta Downs, 4:43 p.m. EST, Msw 5f, Mydealoftheday, 15-1

$500 ESL MIX wnl

 

Klimt (Quality Road), Jockey Club of Turkey, $7,500

282 foals of racing age/26 winners/0 black-type winners

8-Gulfstream, 4:11 p.m. EST, Aoc 5fT, Barone Cesco, 9-2

$10,000 KEE NOV wnl; $30,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Midnight Storm (Pioneerof the Nile), Taylor Made Farm, $7,500

126 foals of racing age/11 winners/1 black-type winner

5-Gulfstream, 2:32 p.m. EST, Msw 1mT, Yankee Christmas, 30-1

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:

9th-Parx Racing, $46,360, (NW2L)/Opt. Clm ($40,000), 1-18,

3yo, 1m 70y, 1:47.55, gd, 1 3/4 lengths.

NONEEDTOWORRY (c, 3, Algorithms--Need, by Strong Hope)

Lifetime Record: 5-2-0-1, $55,520. O-Emerald Racing Stable LLC;

B-Claiborne Farm (KY); T-Herold O. Whylie. *$10,000 2yo '21

OBSAPR. **Full to Recruiting Ready, GSW, $823,189.

8th-Sunland, $32,600, (S), 1-18, (NW2L), 4yo/up, 6f, 1:10.05, ft,

1 1/4 lengths.

HENNESSY'S SQUIRT (g, 6, Unbridled Trust--Hannah Hennessy,

by Roll Hennessy Roll) Lifetime Record: 15-2-4-3, $62,393.

O/B-Mary Lee Pinkerton (NM); T-Kenneth K. Chadborn, Jr.

3rd-Sunland, $28,032, 1-18, (NW1X), 4yo/up, 4 1/2f, :51.16, ft,

3/4 length.

BLUEGRASS FAITH (g, 5, Bluegrass Cat--Faith Colleen, by Beau

Genius) Lifetime Record: SP, 4-2-1-0, $64,660. O-J. Kirk & Judy

Robison; B-Ballena Vista Farm (CA); T-Joel H. Marr. *$30,000 Ylg

'18 BARSEL.

5th-Turf Paradise, $27,300, (NW1X)/Opt. Clm

($10,000-$12,500), 1-18, 4yo/up, 5fT, :55.90, fm, 3 1/2 lengths.

VROYSKY (g, 5, Vronsky--Campanita, by Son of Briartic)

Lifetime Record: 27-6-2-6, $76,635. O-Johnny Taboada;

B-William T. Griffin (WA); T-Reed Saldana. *$33,000 RNA Ylg '18

WASSEP; $20,000 RNA Ylg '18 ARZNOV.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Undercover Kitty, g, 3, Kitten's Joy--Judy In Disguise (GB) (SW &

   MGSP, $214,454), by Elusive City. Parx Racing, 1-18, (S), 1m,

   1:44.29. Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1, $27,730. B-Gregory &

   Caroline Bentley Breeders (PA).

Right for You, f, 3, Right Rigger--Dance for You, by Ghostly

   Moves. Sunland, 1-18, (S), 6 1/2f, 1:18.59. Lifetime Record:

   5-1-1-1, $27,770. B-Sam F Henderson (NM).

Battle of Berlin, g, 4, Frosted--Ricketyracketyruss, by Borrego.

   Parx Racing, 1-18, (C), 7f, 1:29.48. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0,

   $18,000. B-Pollock Farms (KY). *$410,000 Ylg '19 KEESEP;

   $25,000 3yo '21 KEENOV. **1ST-TIME STARTER.

Algorithms, Noneedtoworry, c, 3, o/o Need, by Strong Hope.

AOC, 1-18, Parx Racing

Bluegrass Cat, Bluegrass Faith, g, 5, o/o Faith Colleen, by Beau

Genius. ALW, 1-18, Sunland

Competitive Edge, Perfect Day, c, 3, o/o Galavant, by Awesome

Again. AOC, 1-18, Parx Racing

Frosted, Battle of Berlin, g, 4, o/o Ricketyracketyruss, by

Borrego. MCL, 1-18, Parx Racing

Kitten's Joy, Undercover Kitty, g, 3, o/o Judy In Disguise (GB), by

Elusive City. MSW, 1-18, Parx Racing

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.justicerealestate.com/
https://hygainfeeds.com/products/hygain-release?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=release&utm_id=um_tdn_release
http://www.taylormadestallions.com/horses/midnight-storm-34247.html
https://www.countrylifefarm.com/stallion/divining-rod/
https://lanesend.com/qualityroad
https://www.hillndalefarms.com/kittens-joy
https://www.hillndalefarms.com/kittens-joy
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/munnings
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/frosted
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/frosted
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/
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UPCOMING MAJOR

NORTH AMERICAN STAKES
Date Race Track

Jan. 22 GIII Lecomte S. Fair Grounds

GIII Louisiana S. Fair Grounds

Jan. 29 GI Pegasus World Cup Invitational Gulfstream

GI Pegasus World Cup Turf Inv. Gulfstream

GII Inside Information S. Gulfstream

GII San Vicente S. Santa Anita

GIII Pegasus Filly & Mare Turf Gulfstream

GIII Fred W. Hooper S. Gulfstream

GIII La Prevoyante S. Gulfstream

GIII W. L. McKnight S. Gulfstream

GIII Toboggan S. Aqueduct

GIII Southwest S. Oaklawn

GIII Palos Verdes S. Santa Anita

GIII Megahertz S. Santa Anita

Jan. 30 GII San Marcos S. Santa Anita

GIII Houston Ladies' Classic Sam Houston

GIII John B. Connally Turf Cup Sam Houston

Feb. 5 GII San Pasqual S. Santa Anita

GII Santa Monica S. Santa Anita

GIII Thunder Road S. Santa Anita

GIII Withers S. Aqueduct

GIII Holy Bull S. Gulfstream

GIII Claiborne Swale S. Gulfstream

GIII Forward Gal S. Gulfstream

GIII Kitten's Joy S. Gulfstream

GIII Sweetest Chant S. Gulfstream

GIII Bayakoa S. Oaklawn

GIII Endeavour S. Tampa Bay

GIII Tampa Bay S. Tampa Bay

Feb. 6 GIII Robert B. Lewis S. Santa Anita

GIII Las Virgenes S. Santa Anita

Feb. 12 GIII Sam F. Davis S. Tampa Bay

GIII Gulfstream Park Turf Sprint Gulfstream

GIII Razorback H. Oaklawn

GIII Sweet Life S. Santa Anita

Feb. 19 GII Risen Star S., pres. by Lamarque Ford Fair Grounds

GII Rachel Alexandra S. Fair Grounds

GIII Fair Grounds S. Fair Grounds

GIII Mineshaft S. Fair Grounds

GIII Gulfstream Park Sprint Gulfstream

GIII General George S. Laurel

GIII Barbara Fritchie S. Laurel

Click here to access the TDN graded stakes calendar.

Paynter, Misty Mauve, f, 3, o/o Ticket to Seattle, by Capote.

MSW, 1-18, Parx Racing

Right Rigger, Right for You, f, 3, o/o Dance for You, by Ghostly

Moves. MSW, 1-18, Sunland

Unbridled Trust, Hennessy's Squirt, g, 6, o/o Hannah Hennessy,

by Roll Hennessy Roll. ALW, 1-18, Sunland

Vronsky, Vroysky, g, 5, o/o Campanita, by Son of Briartic. AOC,

1-18, Turf Paradise

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/foaling-news/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/lgs-entries/#next_race
https://www.hillndalefarms.com/kittens-joy
https://lanesend.com/mineshaft
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/paynter-9263.html
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IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
COURTING RITUALS OF BREEDERS AND STUD FARMS 
   As the breeding season draws nearer, Sid Fernando looks at the

complexities of filling a stallions’ book. Click or tap here to go

straight to TDN America.

Luke Strong shows Lope Y Fernandez. Click for a video feature

on the National Stud=s new recruit

NATIONAL STUD NEW BOY
IS POETRY IN MOTION

By Emma Berry

   The real Lope de Vega, dubbed the Spanish Shakespeare, was

as prolific a playwright and poet as he was a lover, and is

believed to have fathered about 15 children, some legitimate,

others not so. 

   That's small fry for a stallion, of course, and the horse who has

carried his name with such distinction, both on the racecourse

and at stud, could well end up with at least that many sons

following him to stud. So far, in Ireland, he is represented by

Phoenix Of Spain (Ire) and Lucky Vega (Ire), who has joined the

former at the Irish National Stud this season, as well as Darley's

Belardo (Ire), the stand-out member of his sire's first crop. In

Newmarket, the National Stud has welcomed its own son of

Lope De Vega (Ire) in Lope Y Fernandez (Ire), who drew plenty

of praise when shown to the public during last year's December

Sales. 

   In fact, it is fair to say that Lope Y Fernandez had his fair share

of admirers almost from the start, for he commanded a price of

i900,000 as a yearling when offered by Ballylinch Stud on

behalf of breeder SF Bloodstock at the Arqana August Yearling

Sale. MV Magnier was the buyer, and off the handsome dark

brown colt went back to Ireland to join the bluebloods at

Ballydoyle. Cont. p2

ALENQUER TO BEGIN CAMPAIGN IN WINTER

DERBY
   Alenquer (Fr) (Adlerflug {Ger}), the winner of last year=s G2

King Edward VII S. at Royal Ascot, will begin his 5-year-old

campaign in the G3 Winter Derby at Lingfield on Feb. 26.

   After his Royal Ascot triumph, the William Haggas-trained

Alenquer finished third in the G1 Grand Prix de Paris and second

in the G1 Juddmonte International. He wrapped up his campaign

with a ninth-place finish in the heavy ground G1 Prix de l=Arc de

Triomphe.

   AHe=s a nice horse,@ Haggas said. AHe ran in the Arc, which he

probably shouldn=t have done, but he still ran a good race and

he=s a pretty useful horse. He won=t run before the Winter

Derby. He=ll run in the Winter Derby and will hopefully go on to

run in Dubai in the Sheema Classic.@

Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://www.tattersalls.com
https://saracenhorsefeeds.com/thoroughbred
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUbdH159Z18
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Lope Y Fernandez | racingfotos.com

National Stud New Boy Is Poetry In Motion cont. from p1

   An easy-moving sort himself, Lope De Vega does appear to

pass on this swagger to his offspring, and it was this aspect of

Lope Y Fernandez, as he prowled about the National Stud's

stallion unit, that had visitors talking during the early viewing

rounds. 

   "He does just does stand out from the crowd, and he's an

amazing-looking horse," says Jamie Jackson, who is himself also

in a new role, if not completely

new, at the National Stud.

Previously assistant to Joe Callan,

who has taken up the position of

interim general manager at

Market Rasen Racecourse,

Jackson has recently been

appointed nominations manager,

and his job is being made a little

easier when it comes to selling

the stud's new recruit. 

   "He's got an exceptional walk,"

Jackson continues as he watches

the dark brown stallion take a

turn alongside his handler Luke

Strong. "He's just such a

well-balanced horse; he's an oil painting."

   A winner on debut at two, Lope Y Fernandez was then placed

second and third behind Pinatubo (Ire) in his next two starts in

the Listed Chesham S. at Royal Ascot and G2 Vintage S. at

Glorious Goodwood. The Vintage S. had been won the previous

year by his half-brother Dark Vision (Ire) (Dream Ahead), and

their dam, the five-time winner and listed-placed Black Dahlia

(GB) (Dansili {GB}), has also produced the stakes-placed Al

Hayyah (Ire), a full-brother to Lope Y Fernandez. 

   The latter, who landed his own group honours in the G3 Round

Tower S. as a juvenile, went on to a 3-year-old campaign which

can perhaps be described as frustratingly consistent, with four

Group/Grade 1 placings in the Irish 2000 Guineas, Prix Jean Prat,

Prix Maurice de Gheest, and Breeders' Cup Mile. At four he

returned to win the Listed

Heritage S. and was second again

at the highest level behind

Palace Pier (GB) in the Queen

Anne S.

Lope Y Fernandez demonstrated

a good deal of speed and,

encouragingly, for those

breeders who still like to see

hardiness demonstrated on the

racecourse, his dam ran 42

times, while her dam, South Rock

(GB), was also a multiple winner,

including at listed level, and is by

the similarly hardy Rock City

(GB), whose name is not seen

too often in pedigrees these days but who won the G2 Gimcrack

S. among his five group wins for Richard Hannon Sr.

   Now embarking on his first season at stud, Lope Y Fernandez

has an interesting four-strong syndicate behind him, with

Coolmore retaining an interest, and the National Stud teaming

up with Whitsbury Manor Stud and successful racing syndicator

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/footstepsinthesand
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WE’VE RELEASED 40 BREEDING RIGHTS

FOR HIM AND THEY HAVE BEEN VERY

POPULAR. WE’VE HAD SOME VERY

GOOD MARES PENCILLED IN ALREADY
Jamie Jackson on Lope Y Fernandez

Lope Y Fernandez cont.

and breeder Nick Bradley to complete his diverse ownership

group. 

   Jackson continues, "We were looking for a new stallion off the

back of a good season with Time Test (GB) and Aclaim (Ire). We

need to keep the ball rolling, and obviously ride the waves. We

had Lope Y Fernandez on our radar for a good while, and

obviously Ed Harper had the same idea at Whitsbury Manor. We

managed to acquire him together and it's great that Coolmore

kept an interest, and Nick Bradley also got involved through Ed."

   He adds, "For us to compete and be involved with the game

against all the competitors we have, I think it's a great idea

moving forward and something we'd love to explore more. It's a

great initiative and it gives him every chance to be successful

and be very well supported with good mares."

   The stallion career of Lope Y Fernandez is to be structured in

the same way as Time Test, who sired four stakes winners from

his first crop of runners in 2021 and was one of the most

sought-after young stallions at last year's sales. His book is

already full, and the team at the National Stud has also been

fielding plenty of interest in Lope Y Fernandez. 

   "We've released 40 breeding rights for him and they have

been very popular," Jackson notes. "We've had some very good

mares pencilled in already, with a half-sister to Showcasing (GB),

a full-sister to The Tin Man (GB), and a half to Kodi Bear (Ire)."

   Jackson, 25, already has a good relationship with Whitsbury

Manor Stud, where he started working five years ago before

completing the BHA Graduate Scheme.

   "I had no horse-handling experience," he recalls. "I just

thought I'd go there for a summer and then off the back of that

thought, 'this is exactly what I want to do'. I applied for the grad

scheme and very luckily got placed here at the National Stud for

eight weeks. Now, two and a half years later, I'm still here. I've

seen the Time Test and Aclaim foals come all the way through to

be successful racehorses. They have every chance to be

3-year-olds as well.
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Lope Y Fernandez and Luke Strong | Emma Berry

Lope Y Fernandez cont.

   "The stud at the moment is on a massive upward trajectory.

Time Test had an amazing season and is looking to cover his

biggest and best book ever with some dams of Classic winners,

and Classic winners themselves, which is unbelievable. Aclaim

was one of the leading first-season sires, the first foals of

Advertise (GB) were very well received and have gone to some

good homes. Rajasinghe (Ire) will have his first 2-year-olds and

he will have every chance. He was a fantastic son of Choisir

(Aus) and won the Coventry in record time."

   Clearly, confidence abounds at the National Stud, which

welcomed a new chairman, Lord Grimthorpe, at the end of last

year, and has, in the Juddmonte-bred Time Test, an in-demand

stallion who links Grimthorpe to his predecessor, the late Duke

of Roxburghe, who was insistent that the farm should stand the

Juddmonte-bred son of Dubawi (Ire). The National Stud stallion

unit is now named in the duke's memory, and there could be no

more fitting a tribute to the passionate owner-breeder than if at

least one of the current young incumbents could rise to the

ranks of the elite. For those breeders who missed the chance to

see Lope Y Fernandez in December, he will be one of 12 stallions

on show at Tattersalls for the TBA Stallion Parade just ahead of

the February Sale on Thursday, Feb. 3.
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Alenquer | racingfotos.com

Alenquer To Begin Campaign In Winter Derby cont. from p1

   Haggas also entered My Oberon (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) and
Grocer Jack (Ger) (Oasis Dream {GB}) in the Winter Derby, but
said the race is a back-up for that pair, who are being prepared
for the G1 Saudi Cup, with the Neom Turf Cup also an option for
Grocer Jack.

CONDREN NAMED GOFFS UK HEAD OF SALES
   Bernard Condren has been appointed to Head of Sales of Goffs

UK and will join the company beginning Feb. 7. Condren, who

began bid spotting at Goffs in 2000, made his debut as an

auctioneer at Goffs in 2006. Previously, Condren spent 11 years

with Racing TV.

   ABernard will continue to be on the rostrum at all Goffs sales

whilst also becoming a full-time auctioneer at Goffs UK=s sales in

Doncaster, Aintree and Yorton,@ Goffs UK Managing Director Tim

Kent commented. AHis role will also see him join the Goffs

inspection team and liaise with Goffs= agents to attract entries to

the group=s sales across both codes.@

   Condren added, AA key part of my role with Goffs will be

Point-to-Point sales and I am looking forward to working closely

with our agents Derek O=Connor, Michael Moore and Caroline

Kenneally as we continue to grow our P2P and NH sales.@

NEW LOOK FOR BUYANOM IN ITS THIRD YEAR
   As it heads into his third year of existence, the stallion

nomination trading website Buyanom.com has a new look, and a

few new perks for its users. Ahead of the 2022 breeding season,

the Buyanom website has been redone, and now includes the
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Luke Lillingston | Tattersalls

Starman winning the 2021 Duke Of York S. | racingfotos.com

New Look For Buyanom cont.

capability for its users to sign contracts online. AIt=s very user-

friendly and very quick,@ said Luke Lillingston, who operates

Buyanom alongside fellow respected horseman Ted Voute.

AWe=re very pleased with the way the website is working.@

   Another new aspect of the site designed to improve the

experience for the seller is a function that allows them to set a

price threshold, below which offers made will not be shown.

AThat=s a new aspect of the site that=s designed very specifically

to help sellers,@ Lillingston explained.

   Buyanom has also removed the listing fee for sellers; the only

cost to sell a nomination on the platform is a ,150 fee that is

charged when a contract is signed. If the breeding does not

result in a live foal, the seller gets their fee back. There are no

fees for buyers.

   AWhat we=re trying to achieve is for more people to get on the

site--to look, to list, to make offers and to buy nominations,@

Lillingston said. AWe want to make it as easy as we can for

everybody.@

   There are currently 32 individual sires from England, Ireland

and France with nominations available on Buyanom.com,

including proven sires like Acclamation (GB), Invincible Spirit

(Ire), Kodiac (GB), Le Havre (Ire), Profitable (Ire) and Territories

(Ire), and in the region of 50 total nominations available.

   AEven in the last week, we=ve had some very significant

breeders buying, selling and making offers on nominations,@

Lillingston said. AOnce people get on the site and they use it

they=re saying, >wow, I can=t believe it=s that easy to use.= Once

you get into it and have confidence in the system it becomes

very easy. We=re just trying to encourage more people to use it.@

   Lillingston stressed that Charlie Dee, his assistant at Lillingston

Bloodstock, is available to help anyone with questions about

using Buyanom. He said he thinks platforms like Buyanom are

not only the way of the future, but a way to source value.

   AIt=s the way most of us conduct business in our daily lives,

buying things online, and we believe nominations should be no

different,@ Lillingston said. AEqually, for anyone looking for

value--anyone who has listed a nomination is obviously a seller,

so they=re always keen to receive offers.@ 

YORK TO ALTER NAME OF DUKE OF YORK S.
   In light of the sexual assault charges against Prince Andrew,

the Duke Of York, York Racecourse will alter the name of its 

G2 Duke Of York S. The race was originally named in honour of

another Duke Of York, Prince George, who later became King

George V, and York is going through the process to have the

race renamed the 1895 Duke Of York S.

   James Brennan, York=s head of marketing and sponsorship,

said, AIn the current news cycle, it has made the name a

distraction. At the current time, what we want to do is stress its

history and that it was in honour of the Duke Of York who

became King George V from 1898. So, any connection to Prince

Andrew is through the title and it wasn=t named in any shape or

form for him--it has been run as a pattern race since 1971 and

he did not become Duke of York until 1986.@

   The Duke Of York S. has been run over six furlongs since 1968

and has been a Group 2 race since 2003. It was won last year by

Starman (GB) (Dutch Art {GB}), who went on to earn champion

sprinter honours.
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Duke Of York S. cont.

   AIt is something we have gone around the houses with a bit,

because it is a recognised name and the whole point of pattern

races is that the name can be tracked down through the equine

generations by bloodstock agents, trainers, racegoers etc,@

Brennan said. AYou change a pattern name with caution. But

what we wanted to do, so the race could be left to be >the race=

and so we can talk about the next generations of Starmans and

those sorts, rather than obsessing about the title in the current

climate, was the proposal to the Pattern Committee to clarify its

history and the man that it honours by just inserting an >1895=

prefix. The application will go for the 1895 Duke Of York S. and I

wouldn=t want to second-guess the European Pattern

Committee, but it would seem a reasonably straightforward

request, you=d have hoped.@

   Prince Andrew is being sued by Virginia Giuffre for allegedly

sexually assaulting her when she was 17. Giuffre claims she was

trafficked by the convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein to have

sexual relations with Prince Andrew. Prince Andrew has denied

the allegations and is fighting them as a private citizen after

being stripped of his military titles by The Queen. He has also

stopped using his >HRH= title.

Tuesday=s Results:

1st-Cagnes-sur-Mer, i23,000, Mdn, 1-18, 3yo, c/g, 10f (AWT),

2:06.09, st.

MUNTJAC (c, 3, Kitten=s Joy--Time Being {GB}, by Zamindar),
runner-up to the exciting Fabre prospect Waldstar (GB) (Sea the
Stars {Ire}) over 9 1/2 furlongs when last seen at Deauville in
November, was in front initially before accepting a lead.
Coasting back to the head of affairs approaching the two-furlong
pole, the 1-5 favourite drew away to score under a hold by four
lengths from Kingdom (Fr) (The Grey Gatsby {Ire}). The unraced
dam, whose yearling filly is by Justify, was a Juddmonte Farms
cast-off who is a full-sister to the G1 Falmouth S. heroine
Timepiece (GB) (Zamindar) and a half to the G1 Criterium de
Saint-Cloud winner Passage of Time (GB) (Dansili {GB}) who is in
turn responsible for the multiple group-winning promising
young sire Time Test (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}). Also a half to the G2
King Edward VII S. scorer Father Time (GB) also by Dansili, her
family features the European champion Twice Over (GB)
(Observatory) and the pair of high-class Bated Breath (GB)
sisters Viadera (GB) and Sacred Bridge (GB). Lifetime Record: 
3-1-1-0, i18,700. Video, sponsored by TVG.
O-H H Sheikh Mohammed bin Khalifa Al Thani; B-Al Shahania
Stud (KY); T-Jean-Claude Rouget.

2nd-Cagnes-sur-Mer, i23,000, Mdn, 1-18, 3yo, f, 10f (AWT),

2:05.99, st.

TROP PRETE (FR) (f, 3, Intello {Ger}--Pas Prete {GB}, by More

Than Ready), fourth on her racecourse bow over a mile at

ParisLongchamp in September, raced freely early trapped four

wide before settling behind the leader Maritot (GB) (Muhaarar

{GB}). Cruising alongside that rival at the top of the straight, the

7-10 favourite brushed her aside shortly after en route to a five-

length success. The winner is the first foal out of a daughter of

the GI Breeders= Cup Juvenile Fillies and GI Del Mar Debutante

S.-winning champion Halfbridled (Unbridled). She has the 

2-year-old filly Fabuleuse (Wootton Bassett {GB}), a yearling

daughter of American Pharoah named So Ready and was bred to

Uncle Mo for 2022. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, i14,200. Video,

sponsored by TVG.

O/B-Wertheimer et Frere (FR); T-Christophe Ferland.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:

3rd-Cagnes-sur-Mer, i28,000, 1-18, 4yo, 12 1/2fT, 2:45.60, hy.

MUTABAHI (FR) (c, 4, French Fifteen {Fr}--Marina Piccola {Ire}

{SW-Fr}, by Halling) Lifetime Record: SP-Fr, 10-5-2-0, i70,150.

O-H H Sheikh Abdulla bin Khalifa Al Thani; B-SCEA Du Haras De

Victot (FR); T-Henri-Alex Pantall. *Full to French King (GB),

G1SW-Ger, MSW-Qat, GSP-Fr, $1,503,901.

5th-Cagnes-sur-Mer, i28,000, 1-18, 5yo/up, 12 1/2fT, 2:47.72,

hy.

ATEEM (FR) (g, 7, Dark Angel {Ire}--Jeu De Plume {Ire}, by

Montjeu {Ire}) Lifetime Record: SW-Fr, 45-10-6-8, i264,827. O-

Ecurie Brillantissime, Richard Sam Hoskins, RPG Bloodstock &

Chauvigny Global Equine SASU; B-E Puerari, Mme P Ades-Hazan

& Dom. Li (FR); T-Francois Monfort. *i150,000 Ylg >16 ARQAUG;

7,000gns HRA >18 TATAUT.
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